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‘Making a Mark’ 
Mark Holder Social Impact Declaration 
 

Pluss  

 
Pluss is an award winning Social Enterprise 
that supports thousands of people with 
disabilities and other disadvantages to move 
into employment each year. 
 
Our vision is to inspire people of all abilities 
to achieve a career. We provide services that 
support the employment of people with 
disabilities and other disadvantages, always aiming to include those 
considered furthest from the labour market. This is embedded into every 
aspect of our work. 
 
Our employment operations help jobseekers who need the 
most specialist support to find work and achieve a career. 
Our enterprise operations run alongside to create direct 
employment opportunities in a wide range of businesses 
and job roles. As the largest Social Firm in the UK, we 
directly employ over 500 people around half of whom 
have a disability or long term health condition, which gives 
us unique insight into disability and employment. 
 
The Social Enterprise Mark criteria includes a requirement for all 
applicants and renewing Mark Holders to provide ‘social impact 
statements’, which illustrate how they are striving to meet their 
social/environmental objectives. Below are examples of how Pluss is 
Making a Mark, striving to create a positive impact on people and planet. 
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Social inputs – providing welfare to work services 

We specialise in welfare to work services for people with disabilities and 
health conditions who need specialist, intensive help to gain and retain 
work. We currently deliver employability contracts on behalf of DWP, 
Local Authorities, NHS, European Social Fund and the Funding Skills 
Agency.  

We also advise and support around 2,500 employers to recruit and retain 
staff with a disability, and promote the benefits of employing people 
with a disability within the community, through Disability Confident 
events. Our commercial enterprises offer progressive training and 
employment opportunities to people with a disability. 

Social outputs – supporting people to work 

We work with over 5,000 people every year to help them move towards 
and into work. 

We are a national partner in the Governments ‘Disability Confident’ 
campaign. Our regional roll out of the campaign has been highly 
successful both in terms of securing jobs and in persuading thousands of 
employers that people with disabilities make outstanding employees. 

Social outcomes – high level of job outcomes  
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